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Abstract

The lattice covering problem can be applied to the placement of templates in a search for continuous
gravitational waves from the low-mass X-Ray binary Scorpius X-1. Ecient placement of templates
to cover the parameter space at a given maximum mismatch is an application of the sphere covering
problem, for which an implementation is available in the

LatticeTiling

software library. In the case

of Sco X-1, potential correlations, in both the prior uncertainty and the mismatch metric, between
the orbital period and orbital phase, lead to complications in the ecient construction of the lattice.
We dene a shearing coordinate transformation which simultaneously minimizes both of these sources
of correlation, and allows us to take advantage of the small prior orbital period uncertainty.

The

resulting lattices have a factor of about 3 fewer templates than the corresponding parameter space
grids constructed by the prior straightforward method, allowing a more sensitive search at the same
computing cost and maximum mismatch.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The rst direct detection of gravitational waves was made using the Advanced LIGO detectors [3]
during its rst observing run (O1) [4]. Since then, ongoing searches for transient signals led to detections of many other compact binary mergers, including GW150914 [4]. Searches for periodic sources
are also performed [5]. Rotating neutron stars are one of the primary targets for searches for emission of continuous graviational waves, particularly those in low-mass X-ray binary (LMXB) systems.
Accretion from a companion star is channeled onto the neutron star, creating a mountain [6].

The

spin-up of the system due to accretion may be balanced by gravitational wave emission [6]. Scorpius
X-1 is the most luminous LMXB [7], making it a promising candidate for these periodic gravitational
waves known as continuous waves (CWs). Searches for CWs from Sco X-1 were performed in the initial
LIGO runs from 2002-2011 [5], and have continued to be a high priority target for the continuous waves
group in subsequent Advanced LIGO runs.As detector sensitivity improves and scientists look ahead
to the launch of space-based gravitational wave detector LISA [8] and the availablility of other third
generation gravitational wave detectors like the Einstein Telescope [9] and Cosmic Explorer [10], we
aim to improve our current search methods for continuous waves to maximize the sensitivity.

1.1

Gravitational Waves

As predicted by [11], gravitational waves are small perturbations in spacetime caused by large masses
asymmetrically changing their local gravitational eld. The disturbance caused by the change in the
eld creates gravitational radiation, seen as a wave. These waves carry energy and propagate gravi-
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tational information about the source as they travel through the universe at the speed of light. By
the time they reach Earth, the strain amplitude of the waves is extremely tiny, making these waves
dicult to detect. This section presents a brief overview of gravitational waves in general, as a background before discussing the details of continuous waves in section 1.2.1. To this point, gravitational
waves detected by LIGO have exclusively been produced by inspiral/merger events. However, other
types of sources can also produce gravitational waves, with signatures that look dierent than the
inspiral gravitational wave signals that LIGO has detected so far. These include burst gravitational
waves, stochastic background waves, and continuous gravitational waves, which will be described in
section 1.1.4.

1.1.1

General Relativity

In 1915, Albert Einstein published his theory of general relativity (GR) [11] and predicted the existence
of gravitational waves. General relativity considered gravity to be the curvature of spacetime caused
by the presence of mass, contrary to Newton's idea that gravity was a force [11]. This theory was an
extension of his previously published theory of special relativity (SR), which postulated that the laws
of physics are invariant in all inertial reference frames and the speed of light in a vacuum is constant
for all observers [12]. SR naturally led to considering space and time jointly as "spacetime".
Coordinates are dened on spacetime as

{xµ }

where

µ ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}.

chosen to represent Cartesian coordinates, particularly for SR, such that

These coordinates are often

µ ∈ {t, x, y, z}.

They operate

on a four-dimensional structure called a manifold, where three dimensions devoted to spatial coordinates and one to time. This specic setup is known as Minkowski spacetime, where the coordinates

{xµ }

describe the locations of observers and events in space and time. A metric can be introduced on

the manifold called

gµν

such that we can dene the spacetime distance between two points as

ds2 = gµν dxµ dxν
where

ds2

is known as the line element or spacetime interval and

in the coordinates

xµ .

(1.1.1)

dxµ , dxν

are small displacements

Some coordinate transformations preserve the distance between points.

at Minkowski space, the metric is

gµν

is usually referred to as the specic

ηµν ,

For

and the line element

becomes

ds2 = ηµν dxµ dxν = −dt2 + dx2 + dy 2 + dz 2 .
2

(1.1.2)
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where convention for the Minkowski metric is

ηµν = diag{−1, 1, 1, 1}.

GR as dened by Einstein describes gravity as curvature. Cartesian coordinates usually are not
useful for curved spacetime, so GR uses tensors rather than vectors in order to dene laws that are
not dependent on coordinates. Tensor equations have the same form across coordinate systems which
is convenient for the complicated coordinates sometimes required for problems in GR [13].

The metric

gµν

is a tensor that is symmetric in two indices. For innitesimal distances, the The

metric tensor is locally at such that rst derivs vanish. However, in the presesnce of a curved spacetime, the second derivatives of the metric do not disappear, still encoding the curvature of spacetime.
The metric and its inverse,

g µν ,

dened as

g µν gνσ = gλσ g λµ = δσµ ,
where

δσµ

(1.1.3)

is the Kronecker delta [13]. They are used to raise and lower indices of other tensors. Among

other important uses of

gµν ,

the metric determines the shortest path between two points in spacetime,

gives information about particle motion, and replaces the Newtonian gravitational eld

φ

[13].

The Christoel symbols describe parallel transport; how the metric connects vectors in tangent
spaces to nearby points so that one can nd distances [13]. The Christoel symbols are dened as

Γρµν =
where

∂µ

1 ρλ
g (∂µ gνλ + ∂ν gλµ − ∂λ gµν )
2

represents the partial derivative with respect to the coordinate

(1.1.4)

µ.

The Christoel symbols

are not tensors. Then using the Christoel symbols, the full denition of the curvature of the manifold,
the Riemann tensor, can be dened [13]

ρ
Rσµν
= ∂µ Γρνσ − ∂ν Γρµσ + Γρµλ Γλνσ − Γρνλ Γλµσ

(1.1.5)

All information about the curvature is contained in this denition, and is constructed only from the
connection coecients. If a spacetime is at, all elements of the Riemann tensor vanish. For GR, it is
useful to take a contraction of the Riemann tensor, which gives the Ricci tensor.

ρ
gλρ Rσµν
= Rλσµν

Chapter 1. Introduction
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Rσν = g λµ Rλσµν
Rµν

where

(1.1.7)

is the Ricci tensor. The Ricci scalar is then dened as the trace of the Ricci tensor,

R = g µν Rµν .

(1.1.8)

Both of these quantities, along with the Riemann tensor, describe how space changes when it is curved,
as opposed to Euclidean. Finally, using these quantities, we can dene a tensor

Gµν

that is referred

to as the Einstein tensor:

Here,

Rµν

is the Ricci tensor,

gµν

1
Gµν = Rµν − Rgµν
2

(1.1.9)

R

is the Ricci scalar. This tensor describes

is the metric tensor, and

the full curvature of spacetime including the conservation of energy and momentum. Following the
derivation in [13], we can connect the Poisson equation, the tensor

Tµν ,

and the Einstein tensor to

realize that

8πG
1
Rµν − Rgµν = 4 Tµν .
2
c

(1.1.10)

In this equation, the curvature of spacetime on the left-hand side is related to the presence of matter
and energy on the right.

This is the full Einstein equation for general relativity.

In practice, this

equation is dicult to solve analytically due to its nonlinear nature, but there are certain assumptions
that are generally made in order to use it practically.

1.1.2

Linearized Gravity

In order to use Einstein's equation, we assume the low speed, weak-eld limit, and ignore non-linear
contributions. Given these assumptions, we may solve the Einstein eld equation as the wave equation
for an observer located at a large distance from the source.
Gravitational waves are considered to be small perturbations on Minkowski space-time.
location in the eld where space-time can be considered locally at, the metric
the at Minkowski metric,

ηµν ,

with some perturbation

hµν

gµν = ηµν + hµν
4

gµν

At a

can be written as

such that

(1.1.11)
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and the inverse of the metric can be approximated as

g µν = η µν − hµν + O(h2 )

(1.1.12)

ds2 = gµν dxµ dxν = (ηµν + hµν )dxµ dxν .

(1.1.13)

hµν

is a tensor eld on that back-

The line element can get rewritten as

The Minkowski metric is the at background space-time, and
ground where

|hµν |  1.

Following the derivation in [13], we aim to nd the linearized Einstein

equations. To obtain the expressions to rst order, one must rst compute the Christoel symbols by
substituting (1.1.11) into the denition of the symbols as seen in (1.1.4).

Γρµν =

1 ρλ
η (∂µ hνλ + ∂ν hλµ − ∂λ hµν )
2

Note that the partials of the at metric vanish since
section, and the indices of

hµν

(1.1.14)

ηµν = diag{−1, 1, 1, 1}as discussed in the previous

are raised and lowered with

η

for linearized gravity, such that

hµν =

η µρ η νσ hρσ .
We also only keep terms to linear order in

hµν ,

so the Christoel symbols depend only on the at

metric and the partials of the perturbation to rst order.

This allows us to then calculate the Riemann tensor.
order, the

Γ2

Because we are considering only the rst

terms will not contribute to the Riemann tensor, and only the derivatives of the

Γs

are

left:

Rµνρσ = ηµλ ∂ρ Γλνσ − ηµλ ∂σ Γλνρ

(1.1.15)

Expanding this out with the full denition of the Christoel's from (1.1.14), and following [13] by
lowering an index for convenience,

Rµνρσ =

1
(∂ρ ∂ν hµσ + ∂σ ∂µ hνρ − ∂σ ∂ν hµρ − ∂ρ ∂µ hνσ ).
2

Then, the Ricci tensor is obtained by contracting over

Chapter 1. Introduction
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Rµν =
where

h = hµµ

1
(∂σ ∂ν hσµ + ∂σ ∂µ hσν − ∂µ ∂ν h − 2hµν )
2

is the trace of the perturbation

hµν , hµν = η µλ hλν ,

and

(1.1.17)

2 = −∂t2 + ∂x2 + ∂y2 + ∂z2

is the

d'Alembertian from Minkowski space [13]. Finally, the Ricci scalar is the result of contracting once
again, to give

R = ∂µ ∂ν hµν − 2h

(1.1.18)

As in (1.1.9), we know that the Einstein tensor is dened as

1
Gµν = Rµν − Rηµν
2

(1.1.19)

Simply plugging (1.1.17) and (1.1.18) into the denition of the Einstein tensor to expand all the terms
gives the Einstein tensor for a at metric with a small perturbation:

Gµν =

1
(∂σ ∂ν hσµ + ∂σ ∂µ hσν − ∂µ ∂ν h − 2hµν − ηµν ∂ρ ∂λ hρλ + ηµν 2h)
2

(1.1.20)

which means that the Einstein equation is

16πG
Tµν = ∂σ ∂ν hσµ + ∂σ ∂µ hσν − ∂µ ∂ν h − 2hµν − ηµν ∂ρ ∂λ hρλ + ηµν 2h
c4

(1.1.21)

For the gravitational wave solution, certain considerations are made to examine the perturbation
component,

hµν .

First, to simplify (1.1.21), the perturbation is rewritten as the trace-reversed pertur-

bation:

1
h̄µν = hµν − hηµν .
2
This is trace-reversed becuase

h̄ = η µν hµν = −h,

and both

(1.1.22)

hµν

and

h̄µν

give the same information

[13]. Thus, (1.1.21) becomes

16πG
Tµν = ∂σ ∂ν h̄σµ + ∂σ ∂µ h̄σν − 2h̄µν − ηµν ∂ρ ∂λ h̄ρλ
c4
Next, we specify the Lorenz gauge, which sets the condition that
6

∂µ hµν = 0.

(1.1.23)

In this gauge the
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metric perturbation is transverse, although the original metric perturbation,

h,

is not transverse in

this gauge. The Lorenz gauge condition means that three of the terms in (1.1.23) vanish, and we are
left with a much simpler expression for the linearized Einstein equation [13]:

2h̄µν = −

16πG
Tµν
c4

(1.1.24)

This solution shows how gravitational waves are generated using linearized gravity.

1.1.3

Gravitational Wave Solution

If we consider a vacuum, the energy and momentum contribution vanish, meaning that

Tµν = 0,

so

(1.1.24) becomes

2h̄µν = 0

(1.1.25)

which is the wave equation. First, to see how a gravitational wave stretches spacetime, in a vacuum
we can choose the transverse-traceless (TT) gauge [13]:

hTT
0ν = 0

(1.1.26a)

η µν hTT
µν = 0

(1.1.26b)

∂µ hµν
TT = 0

(1.1.26c)

which can be used to nd solutions to the wave equation. This gauge reduces the number of degrees of
freedom to two, which means that the wave solution to (1.1.25) is a plane wave with two polarization
states. These polarizations are referred to as "plus" (+) and "cross" (×). The perturbation tensor can
be expressed using two polarization tensors,
wave propagating in the

ẑ -direction

e+, e×.

The gravitational wave strain tensor for a plane

is:

h (t, z) = h+ (t, z)ee+ + h× (t, z)ee× (t)
Chapter 1. Introduction

(1.1.27)
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where the polarization tensors are



0
0



0
 , e × = 1


0
0


1

e+ = 
0

0

0
−1
0

1
0
0


0

0


0

(1.1.28)

Additionally, to obtain a form of (1.1.24) that shows how a source generates gravitational waves, we can
use the Green function as described in [13]. In general, if the solution to a dierential equation describ-

x, t0 ; x 0 , t)] = δ(x
x − x 0 )δ(t − t0 ) where L is a linear dierential operator, one
L[G(x
R
x0 , t0 ) = f (x
x, t)G(x
x0 , t; x , t0 )dx for a general source L[u(x
x0 , t0 )] = f (x
x0 , t0 )
solution u(x

ing a point source is
can nd the
[14, Ch. 11].

D'Alembert's solution for the Green's function for the wave equation following the

notation in [13] is

2x G(xσ − y σ ) = δ (4) (xσ − y σ )
where

2x

is the linear dierential operator.

xσ

and

yσ

(1.1.29)

represent four-dimensional coordinates of two

dierent spacetime locations. This is very useful for writing the general solution, using (1.1.24), as

σ

h̄µν (x ) = −16π

Z

G(xσ − y σ )Tµν (y σ )d4 y

(1.1.30)

just as in [13, Ch. 7] where the full derivation is done. After performing steps to arrive at the nal
solution, we obtain the quadrupole formula

h̄µν (t, x ) =
where

I¨µν

2¨
Iµν (tr ),
r

(1.1.31)

is the trace-free quadrupole moment tensor that depends on the retarded time, tr

x −yy |.
= t−|x

The retarded time is a way to calculate when the eld began to propagate, given it radiated from some
position

y

and is measured by an observer at position

transverse-traceless projection of

I

x.

For the quadrupole calculation, only the

is relevant, and the mass quadrupole moment tensor of the energy

density of the source is

Z
Iij (t) =

y i y j T 00 (t, y 0 )d3 y.

(1.1.32)

So, the power radiated by gravitational waves will depend on the way the quadrupole moment
changes in time.

Both the mass monopole and the mass dipole do not produce radiation because

the quantities are conserved, but the mass quadrupole has non-zero derivatives. Therefore power is
8
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radiated from a system by the quadrupole moment. For inspiral and merger events, the quadrupole
moment comes from mass dierences in the system as it whirls around. The origin of the quadrupole
moment is dierent for sources that generate continuous gravitational waves.

1.1.4

Gravitational Wave Sources

Compact binary coalescence (CBC) events are sources of gravitational waves.

These systems are

comprised of two compact objects, some combination of black holes and neutron stars, that spiral
towards each other as gravitational radiation is emitted and causes the system to lose orbital angular
momentum. The objects eventually collide and merge, causing a spike in the signal amplitude, called
a chirp. After the merger, the system enters the ringdown phase, where it reaches a new equilibrium.
The rst LIGO detection was a CBC event [4], and the many detections since then have also been from
the compact object merger events. The observed strength of these events is small, and proportional to

1/r.

Making an order of magnitude estimate by relating strain to orbital kinetic energy and distance,

we get

h∝
where we have to multiply by
speeds,

m∼M

, and

G
c4 because

d ∼ 100Mpc,

h

M v2 G
· 4
d
c

(1.1.33)

is dimensionless. If we then assume

v
c

∼1

for relativistic

the strain amplitude of a merger signal is on the order of

In the low-speed limit, using Kepler's third law for the orbital frequency (Ω

∼

10−21 .

GM
R3 ) in the expression

for strain, we nd

h∝
If we assume a radius of
is on the order of

10−24

R = 10km,

M2
G2
· 4.
2
4π dR c

(1.1.34)

and the same mass and distance as above, the strain amplitude

which shows that there is a distance constraint on the sources that LIGO can

observe in order for them to fall within the detector's oberservable strain band.
Burst searches aim to look for unmodeled GW signals, which may come from binary black hole
mergers or core-collapse supernovae. These searches are usually performed to nd evidence of excess
signal above the expected noise [15].

Burst sources are also likely to have electromagnetic counter-

parts, making them ideal candidates for multimessenger astrophysics. Searches aim to correlate the
gravitational wave data with electromagnetic observations [16].
The stochastic background is a cumulative gravitational wave signal from many sources over time,
which may include cosmological sources [15]. The background may include merger events, magnetars,
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and supernovae, as well as cosmological sources such as primordial uctuations in background spacetime
[16].
Periodic gravitational waves are expected to manifest as quasi-monochromatic signals over long
durations of gravitational wave data. They are predicted to be generated by rapidly spinning neutron
stars with misaligned quadrupole moments [7]. The origin of the nonaxisymmetry could come from
accretion eects from a companion star. The strength of these signals is likely to be on the order of

10−26 − 10−25 ,

1.2

which follows from (1.2.6) in section 1.2.1.

Gravitational Wave Data Analysis

1.2.1

Continuous Waves

Continuous gravitational wave signals are periodic and are expected to be generated by neutron stars
that are spinning rapidly and rotating with some non-axisymmetry. LMXBs such as Scorpius X-1 are
postulated to be in an equilibrium state where spin-up torque due to accretion from the companion
may be balanced by spin-down caused by gravitational wave emission [7].

In this case, continuous

waves are generated by the quadrupole moment of the system. However, the origin of the quadrupole
moment for continuous waves is not the mass dierence of the binary system, but the ellipticity of the
neutron star itself [7]. Following the derivation in [6], the torque from accretion on the neutron star is

Na = Ṁ (GM R)1/2
where

Ṁ

(1.2.1)

is the accretion rate of mass from the companion onto the neutron star,

of the star, and

R

is the radius of the star. The spin-up torque

Na

M

is the mass

is expected to balance the torque

of gravitational wave emission. The balance can be used to impose

NGW =
where

Ωs = 2πνs

ĖGW
,
Ωs

is the angular frequency of the star [6]. Estmating the mass accretion using the

X-ray ux under the assumption that the luminosity is

Ṁ =
If we know that
10

(1.2.2)

dE
dAdt

2
∼ | dh
dt |

L=

4πRd2 F
,
GM

GM Ṁ
gives
R

(1.2.3)

for gravitational waves and balancing the two above torques, the
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predicted strain amplitude of continuous gravitational waves can be written analytically as

h20 =

5G
ĖGW ,
2π 2 c3 d2 ν 2

(1.2.4)

or under the conditions of torque balance, as

h0 = 3 × 10

−27



1/2 

FX
10−8 erg

cm−2 s−1

R
10km

3/4 

1.4M
M

1/4 

1kHz
νs

1/2
.

(1.2.5)

Thus [6] found that GW signal strength depends on the ux from the source and the spin rate of
the neutron star. The X-ray ux for Sco X-1 is observed as

FX = 3.9 × 10−7 erg

cm

−2 −1
s
[6], so the

torque balance is approximately

−26



h0 ≈ 3.4 × 10

νs
300Hz

−1/2

(1.2.6)

when assuming that the gravitational wave frequency is twice the spin frequency,
that the ducial value of

300Hz

[17].

Note

is chosen because many rapidly accreting neutron stars in the galaxy

are rotating in a narrow range of frequencies around

1.2.2

f0

300Hz

[7].

Signal Model

As discussed previously in section 1.1.3, the model of a gravitational wave signal is constructed with
both the plus polarization,

h+ ,

and the cross polarization,

h× .

The signal received at the dector

is a linear combination of those two polarization functions as determined by the orientation of the
detector at the time the signal is received:

h(t) = F+ h+ + F× h× ,
Here,

F+,×

(1.2.7)

are the antenna patterns of the detector at a particular time and for a particular

orientation relative to the system as it changes with time as the Earth rotates.

The polarization

functions are dened as

Chapter 1. Introduction

h+ (t) = h0 A+ cos [Φ(t)],

(1.2.8)

h× (t) = h0 A× sin [Φ(t)],

(1.2.9)
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is the intrinsic amplitude of the wave signal as determined by properties of the

neutron star system and is estimated by (1.2.5),

Φ(t) is the signal phase and A+,×

are the polarization

amplitudes

A+ =

1 + cos2 ι
,
2

(1.2.10)

A× = cos ι.
Here,

ι

(1.2.11)

is the inclination of the neutron star's spin to the observer's line of sight. So the signal model

can be written as

h(t) = h0

1.2.3

1 + cos2 ι
F+ cos [Φ(t)] + h0 cos ιF× sin [Φ(t)]
2

(1.2.12)

Search Methods

For continuous wave searches, the amount of information available about the source inudences the
type of search method that is required. CW searches are usually divided into three categories.

Targeted

searches are performed for sources whose position and rotation frequency are known. These sources
include X-ray and radio pulsars. Targeted searches can be fully coherent since the parameter space is
narrow due to known parameter values [18].

Directed

searches are used when the position of a source is well-constrained, but its rotation fre-

quency is unknown. Scorpius X-1 is a popular target for directed searches, as well as Cas A and SN
1987A. These searches do not usually include pulsars, whose rotation frequencies can be found via
observation. Directed searches become computationally expensive, requiring searches over large volumes of parameter that include all possible combinations of the constrained and unknown parameters.
These seaches are usually semi-coherent to save computing resources.

All-sky

searches seek to nd sources without electromagnetic counterparts. This means their loca-

tion in the sky is unknown. In general, there are fewer neutron stars detected than is expected given
mass and brightness estimates for the Milky Way. There should be on the order of

107 − 109

neutron

stars [19] - NS are thought to be born in supernovae, which occur about three times per thousand
years, and the age of the Milky Way is 13.9 billion years old. However, only a few thousand have been
detected electromagnetically [19]. All-sky searches scan broad regions of parameter space, looking for
sources without electromagnetic counterparts. This could be important for resolving the discrepancy
in the number of neutron stars we observe versus the number that have been detected. These searches
12
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are less sensitive than targeted and directed searches since the source parameters are unknown. However, results from these searches would be interesting, as the sources could have dierent properties
from the sources we have observed [20].
For all of these search methods, computational considerations directly impact the level of sensitivity
that can be achieved in a search.
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Chapter 2
Cross-Correlation Method

The model-based cross-correlation method [21] has been developed to search for continuous gravitational
waves (GWs), most notably from the low-mass X-ray binary Scorpius X-1 (Sco X-1) [17] and applied
to mock data [22] as well as observational data from Advanced LIGO's rst and second science runs
[5, 23].

2.1

Cross-Correlation

The model-based cross-corelation method is a semi-coherent method where the data are divided into
short segments of duration

200 s . Tsft . 2000 s,

which we call SFTs because we construct a Short

Fourier Transform from each of them. A detection statistic is constructed including correlations between pairs of segments separated by a coherence time

Tmax

scales with the number of included pairs; when
detectable GW strain is proportional to
computing cost increases with

−1/4

Tmax

Tmax

or less.

1

The sensitivity of the search

is much less than the total observation time, the

. Since the search is computationally limited and the

Tmax , the search can be tuned to trade computational cost for sensitivity.

This tuning can also be done across the parameter space, with dierent parameter space regions being
assigned dierent

Tmax

values. Typically, one uses more computing resources in regions of parameter

space which are more likely to contain the signal, where the search is inherently more sensitive, and
where it is inherently computationally cheaper.
The output of the search is a detection statistic, which is normalized to have unit variance for weak

1 In

this work we describe the original demod implementation of the search. At low frequencies, the search can be

made more ecient by using resampling to reimplement the loop over data and the search over frequencies, as described
in [24], but the considerations for the template bank in the orbital parameters are similar.
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signals in the limit that the intrinsic signal amplitude

h20 → 0.

The value of

ρ

is dened as

ρ = z †W z

where

z

is the normalized, Fourier transformed data, and

(2.1.1)

W

is a weighting matrix constructed from the

expected signal and noise contributions to the cross-correlated SFTs. Since the detection statistic is
normalized to have

Var(ρ) = 1, the expectation vaue of ρ, E [ρ] is an expected SNR.

a signal of intrinsic amplitude

h0 ,

the expectation value

E [ρ] ∝ h20 ,

In the presence of

with the proportionality constant

being a measure of the sensitivity of the search. Because the model-based statistic is constructed using
signal parameters such as intrinsic frequency and parameters inuencing the Doppler modulation of
the signal, such as sky position and the binary orbit of the neutron star, the expected SNR in the
presence of a signal will be reduced if the template model parameters dier from those of the signal. For
parameters which are unknown or insuciently constrained, the search is run repeatedly at dierent
points in parameter space to try to nd a point close to the true signal. If the parameter values for
a search point are

{λi }

and the corresponding true values of the signal are

mismatch µ as the fractional loss in expected SNR:
µ=1−
A Taylor expansion in the

n

µ≈
where the matrix with elements
brevity as the metric

{λi }

parameters

{gij }.

{gij }

n X
n
X
i=1 j=1

α

h·iα

(2.1.2)

2

gij (λi − λsi )(λj − λsj ),

(2.1.3)

∆Φα

1
h∆Φα,i ∆Φα,j iα ,
2

(2.1.4)

is the dierence in modeled signal phase between the SFTs

is an average over SFT pairs weighted by the antenna patterns and sensitivity of the

detectors involved, and ,i

2 This

gives

.

i

The general form of the metric for the cross-correlation search is [17]

represents a pair of SFTs,

in the pair,

E [ρ]{λs }

we can dene the

acts as a metric on parameter space, thereafter referred to for

gij ≈
where

E [ρ]{λi }

{λsi },

=

∂
∂λ i is a partial derivative with respect to the parameter

assumes that the expected SNR

E [ρ]

is a local maximum at the true signal point

λi .

λi = λsi .

This is not quite

true, as shown in Section IV.A of [17], but it is a good starting point.
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Scorpius X-1

Sco X-1 is a compact object in a binary system with a low-mass companion star. [25, 26] It is believed
to be a rapidly spinning neutron star and a promising source of continuous gravitational waves [6].
The signal received by an observatory such as LIGO[3], Virgo[27] or KAGRA[28] depends on the
parameters of the system, and a search for that signal loses sensitivity if the incorrect values are used
for those parameters.
The GW signal produced by a spinning neutron star is the system is nearly periodic in the neutron
star's rest frame, and Doppler shifted as a result of the motion of the detector as the Earth rotates
and moves in its orbit and, in the case of a low-mass X-ray binary such as Sco X-1, of the neutron
star in its own orbit with its binary companion. For an accreting neutron star in approximate spin
equilibrium, the frequency

f0

3

of the system can be approximated as constant.

The Doppler shift from

detector motion is primarily aected by sky position, which for Sco X-1 is well enough known[30] that
its uncertainty does not aect the search. The Doppler shift from the binary motion is aected by
ve orbital parameters: eccentricity, orientation, projected orbital speed, orbital period, and orbital
phase[31]. The orbit of Sco X-1 is believed to be nearly circular[32], and the orientation parameters,
inclination

ι and polarization angle ψ , are averaged out through time-dependent antenna functions [21].

Thus the search needs to cover only three orbital parameters: projected speed, period, and phase.
The best constraints on these come from [2]. The constraint on orbital period
with a mean of

P0 = 68023.860 s

described by time of ascension

and a standard deviation of

tasc ,

σPorb = 0.043 s.

Porb

is Gaussian,

The orbital phase is

which is the time at which the neutron star crosses the plane of

the sky moving away from the observer (i.e., crosses the ascending node). The constraint on this is
also Gaussian, with a mean of
deviation of

σtasc = 50 s.

tasc,0 = 974416624

GPS (2010Nov21 23:16:49 UTC) and a standard

These estimates are uncorrelated, as shown in the left panel of gure 2.1,

but if we convert the time of ascension to a subsequent equivalent time

t0asc = tasc + norb Porb ,

correlation is induced, as described in section 2.3 and shown in the right panel of gure 2.1.

a

The

constraints on the orbital velocity of the neutron star in [2] are described in terms of the amplitude of
the component of velocity along the line of sight, known as

40 km/s ≤ K1 ≤ 90 km/s,

K1 ,

and consist of constraints such that

but without a well-determined probability density between those limits.

Searches for GWs from Sco X-1 typically use a uniform prior distribution on this parameter.

3 In

The

practice, this equilibrium will be imperfect, leading to some spin wandering, but the impact of deviations from

equilibrium was shown in [17] to be limited when the coherence time is not too long, especially with the levels of spin
wandering predicted by [29].
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tasc is quoted in 2010 (left
Porb . If we propagate forward by norb
0
orbits to determine an equivalent time of ascension tasc = tasc + norb Porb , this introduces correlations.
2
In each case the level surfaces of the probability distribution are shown, for which χ , dened in (2.3.7)
2
2
2
and (2.3.8) equals 1 , 2 and 3 . We refer to these as at normalized distances of 1σ , 2σ , and 3σ , and
Figure 2.1: Orbital parameter constraints from [2]. If the time of ascension

panel) its uncertainty is uncorrelated with the orbital period

they correspond to cumulative probabilities of 39.3%, 86.5%, and 98.9%, respectively.

parameter used is also typically written as the line-of-sight component of the semimajor axis of the
orbit,

ap =

K1 Porb
2π . Since the relative uncertainty on

uniform prior on

2.3

ap

for

1.44 lt-s ≤ ap ≤ 3.25 lt-s,

Porb

is much less than on

where the units on

ap

K1 ,

one assumes a

are given in light-seconds.

Standard Search Coordinates

The phase derivatives
coordinates

{∆Φα,i }

appearing in (2.1.4) are computed in [17] for the standard search

{λi } ≡ {f0 , ap , t0asc , Porb }.

Here we introduce the

t0asc

as the time of ascension at a given

point in the propagated 2019 coordinates, indicated by the prime.

For long searches which evenly

4

sample the orbital phase of the binary, the non-negligible metric elements have the approximate form



0

 gt0asc t0asc

gP0 orb t0asc
4 Note

2π 2 2
gf0 f0 ≈ 2π 2 ∆t2α α ≈
T
,
3  max



2Tmax
π∆tα
gap ap = 4π 2 f02 sin2
≈ 2π 2 f02 1 − sinc
,
Porb α
Porb

 
−(t0asc −htα i )

0
α
4 2 2 
gt0asc Porb  
1
 16π f0 ap
Porb
2 π∆tα
,
sin
 ≈  −(t0 −htα i ) h(t0 −tα )2 i 
2
asc
asc
Porb
Porb α
α
α
gP0 orb Porb
Porb
Porb

that the original formula for

ously because approximate form of
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(2.3.1a)

(2.3.1b)

(2.3.1c)

(4.20h) in [17]contains a sign error which has not been relevant previ-

has only been used to set it to zero.
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is the dierence between the timestamps of the two SFTs in pair

Note that the implementation in

α,

and

tα

is their mean.

lalsuite [33] uses the exact metric elements, which include additional

(generally small) o-diagonal elements.

If we dene the midpoint of the run (according to the weighted average
and the variance as

2
σobs
= h(tα − µobs )2 iα

The metric elements on the

h·iα )

t0asc , Porb

to be

µobs = htα iα

subspace become



16π 4 f02 a2p
2 π∆tα
sin
,
2
Porb
Porb α


−(t0asc − µobs )
gt0 0asc Porb ≈
gt0 0asc t0asc ,
Porb

 0
2
(tasc − µobs )2 + σobs
gt0 0asc t0asc .
gP0 orb Porb ≈
2
Porb
gt0 0asc t0asc ≈

(2.3.2a)

(2.3.2b)

(2.3.2c)

Note that, as shown in [17], if we ignore any data gaps and the noise and antenna pattern weighting,
for an observing run of duration

1
2



1 − sinc

2Tmax
Porb

If we choose



Tobs

and coherence time

2
Tmax , σobs
≈

2
Tobs
12 , and

D
sin2

E

π∆tα
Porb
α

≈

.

norb

so that

t0asc,0 = tasc,0 + norb P0
is as close as possible to

µobs ,

(2.3.3)

we can minimize the magnitude of

gt0 0asc Porb


≈

tasc,0 + norb P0 − µobs
P0



gt0 0asc t0asc .

(2.3.4)

This achieved by taking


norb =
where

b·e

µobs − tasc,0
P0


(2.3.5)

indicates rounding to the nearest integer.

To give a concrete example, we consider the LIGO-Virgo O3 data run [34] which began on 2019
Apr01 00:00:00 UTC (GPS 1238112018), continued until a commissioning break at 2019Oct01
00:00:00 UTC (GPS 1253923218), resumed on 2019Nov01 15:00:00 UTC (GPS 1256655618), and
ended on 2020Mar27 17:00:00 UTC (GPS 1269363618).

Neglecting variability of antenna patterns and noise spectra, as well as any data gaps other than the
commissioning break, we nd an average time of
This translates into an optimal

µobs = GPS 1253589161 ≡2019Sep27 03:12:23 UTC.

norb = 4104, corresponding to t0asc,0 = GPS 1253586547 ≡2019Sep27
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5

The joint prior on

t0asc

and

Porb

will remain a multivariate Gaussian, but now with a non-diagonal

variance-covariance matrix. The marginal prior on

t0asc will be a Gaussian with mean t0asc,0 and variance

σt20asc = σt2asc + n2orb σP2 orb .

(2.3.6)

The joint prior can be illustrated by plotting level curves of the quantity

2



χ =

tasc − tasc,0
σtasc

2


+

Porb − P0
σPorb

2
,

(2.3.7)

whose prior distribution is a chi-squared with two degrees of freedom (gure 2.1, right panel). A bit
of algebra shows that

χ2 =

2.4

σt20asc

"

σt2asc

Porb − P0
σPorb

2

2norb σPorb
−
σt0asc



t0asc − t0asc,0
σt0asc



Porb − P0
σPorb




+

t0asc − t0asc,0
σt0asc

2 #
.

(2.3.8)

Statistics and Sensitivity

The cross-correlation search method is performed by splitting gravitational wave data into segments
of length

TSFT

and Fourier transforming them. The signal is then expected to be found in a particular

bin of a short Fourier transform (SFT) which are determined by the intrinsic frequency of the signal
and the amount that it is Doppler shifted due to detector motions. As mentioned, the output of the
cross-correlation search is a detection statistic dened in [17], which is calculated as

ρ=

X

∗
∗
∗
(WKL zK
zL + WKL
zK zL
).

(2.4.1)

KL∈P

K, L index the SFTs, where relevant Fourier components from pairs KL are quadratically combined.
The pairs must be included in

P

such that

K < L

and

|TK − TL | < Tmax

meaning that the times

of the two data segments are separated by a time less than the coherence time of the search.
are the complex weghting factors that maximize the value of

Var (ρ) = 1.
5 The

ρ

WKL

while still enforcing the condition that

Then, the expected value of the detection statistic is

actual values for O3 including duty cycle, noise weighting and antenna patterns, and using the exact form of

the metric, will be slightly dierent, but we will use the values above for illustration in this work.
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2
E[ρ] = (he
0 ) ϑ

where

ϑ

(2.4.2)

is a property of the search that is determined by the values of the noise spectra, amplitude

modulation coecients (determined by sky and detector position, and sidereal time), and choice of
pairs of SFTs , and is a measure of the sensitivity of the search.
amplitude. The sensitivity

ϑ

he
0

describes the intrinsic signal

is the value that scales approximately linearlly with
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Chapter 3
Lattices and Implementation

As mentioned in section 2.1, the cross-correlation search method constructs a template bank of points
with combinations of signal parameters to perform a point-by-point search over the region of parameter
space where a signal is most expected to be located. This motivates the use of a lattice to intelligently
place points over the space. This chapter follows sections of [1].

3.1

Lattices

A lattice is dened as a collection of points that are generated by a single fundamental block that is
repeatedly tiled over a region of space in all directions to create a structure [35]. Each fundamental
block contains at least one lattice point but may overlap the regions covered by surrounding points.
The goal of an ecient lattice covering is to minimize the amount of overlap to create regions that
cover as close to only a single lattice point as possible.

3.1.1

Simple Rectangular Template Placement

The cross-correlation analyses run to date examined a parameter space divided up into rectangular
regions, small enough to assume a constant metric. Then, a set of discrete points is placed over the
parameter space which lie on a rectangular grid with spacing

δλi

in the

λi

direction, using what we

refer to as the by hand method. The number of points used is

Ni =

 max

λi − λmin
i
,
δλi
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of maximum mismatch of the by-hand grid of section 3.1.1 when the metric is
not diagonal. Specializing to the case of

n=2

and

µ1 = µ2 ,

we transform to Euclidean coordinates

as described in section 3.1.2. Left: If the metric is diagonal, this is just a scaling which transforms

√
µ1 = µ2 . The
point in parameter space farthest from any grid point is the center P of the square, with dAP = dBP =
p
dCP = dDP = µ1 /2. Right: If the metric is not diagonal, this square becomes a rhombus ABDC .
Dening AD to be the long diagonal, the point farthest from any vertex is not the center, but a point
P on the long diagonal with dAP = dBP = dCP . (There is an equivalent point Q on the other side of
the center with dDQ = dBQ = dCQ .) We see that AP B (or equivalently AP C or DQB or DQC ) is
√
√
an isoceles triangle with dAP = dBP =
µmax and dAB = µ1 . In the case of a non-diagonal metric,
√
∠AP B is an obtuse angle, and dAP = dBP < dAB / 2, so µmax > µ1 /2 = (µ1 + µ2 )/4.
the rectangle dened by four grid points

where

d·e

ABDC

into a square with sides of length

indicates rounding to up to the next integer. The spacing

r
δλi =
1

so that the mismatch between adjacent points
approximately diagonal,

gij = gii δij ,

the metric) from any grid point is

δλi

√

is chosen to be

µi
gii

in the

(3.1.2)

λi

direction is

gii (δλi )2 = µi .

If the metric is

then the point in the parameter space farthest (in the sense of

δλi
2 away in the

µmax =

n
X
i=1


gii

λi
δλi
2

direction, and has a total mismatch of

n

2
=

1X
µi
4 i=1

(3.1.3)

If the metric is not diagonal, the procedure described above will lead to a maximum mismatch greater
than that given in (3.1.3), as illustrated in gure 3.1. This approach is conservative and can result in

1 Note

that for historical reasons,

µi

is dened as the mismatch between adjacent points in the grid, rather than the

maximum mismatch between some point in the parameter space and the nearest grid point. This is the origin of the

1
factor of
appearing in (3.1.3).
4
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much larger template banks if the metric contains large correlations. The number of templates could
be reduced by accounting for the metric correlations, which will be discussed later in section 3.3.2.

3.1.2

Covering Lattices

The general problem of choosing a set of template points with a prescribed maximum mismatch
distance
the

µmax

between any point in the parameter space and the nearest template is an application of

sphere covering problem

[35]. Since we treat the metric

always a linear transformation of the parameters

{λi }

as approximately constant, there is

into Euclidean coordinates

between two points separated by parameter dierences

n X
n
X

{gij }

{∆λi }

gij (∆λi )(∆λj ) =

n
X

{xi };

the mismatch

is then

(∆xi )2 .

(3.1.4)

i=1

i=1 j=1

The template placement problem is then simplied to one of placing (hyper-)spheres of radius
in the

{xi }

√

µmax

space so that every point of the region of interest is covered by at least one sphere. To

eciently cover the space, the overlap between spheres should be minimized. This is quantied using
the normalized thickness or center density

θ, which is the average number of templates per unit volume

for the unit sphere.
A sphere covering based on a repeating pattern is known as a lattice. The number of templates
required to cover the space will be at a minimum when the lattice has the smallest thickness

θ.

A

perfect lattice has a thickness of 1.
The simplest lattice is the cubic lattice

Zn ,

which has points equally spaced in each of the (Eu-

clidean) coordinate directions. The by hand lattice of section 3.1.1 is an example of a
if the metric
lattice is

A∗n ,

{gij }

is diagonal and all of the mismatches

µi

Zn

lattice,

are chosen to be equal. A more ecient

which is a general analogue of the hexagonal lattice. For the sphere covering problem,

the thinnest lattice is the

A∗n

lattice, which in two dimensions has a hexagonal principal cell.

The

principal cell is the set of points closest to given point in a lattice, and the vertices are locations where
covering spheres intersect. It has been shown for
i.e., has the smallest thickness

θ

n≤5

that

A∗n

is the most ecient covering lattice,

[35], and for higher dimensions it is typically close to the most ecient

covering [36]. Since a more ecient lattice allows the same volume of parameter space to be covered
with fewer templates, it can reduce the necessary computing cost at a given sensitivity.

2 But

see [37], which evaluates more exactly the dierence in mismatch loss for the

Zn

2

lattice versus the

A∗n

at xed

computing cost, particularly for the case of the quadratic approximation.
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Zn

and

A∗n

lattices in physical coordinates

{λi }

given a constant mismatch metric

{gij } is implemented by the LatticeTiling module in the lalsuite software library[33], as described
in [38], which will be further discussed in section 3.2. A particular challenge is ensuring that the area
within the boundaries of a search region is completely covered, which sometimes requires retaining
templates whose parameters lie outside the search region.

We shall see in section 3.3.3 that this

can necessitate some care in choosing coordinates to take advantage of underresolved directions in
parameter space.

3.2

LatticeTiling

This section describes an algorithm called

LatticeTiling that generates a template bank with certain

properties based on inputs from the user that describe the parameters of the templates. In particular,
this algorithm minimizes the number of covering templates and ensures that some template in the bank
will match a signal within the space, if it exists.

This algorithm is contained within the

lalsuite

software library [33] and is developed in [16], [38].
The goal of this template generation algorithm is to create the minimal template bank.

It is

designed to enfore that all areas of parameter space are visited by generating the lattice in a particular
order [16]. The bounds of the parameter space coordinates must follow a certain pattern in order for
the algorithm to work. For parameters

~λ = (λ1 , λ,2 , . . . , λn ),

the region must be dened as

λmin
≤ λ1 ≤ λmax
,
1
1
max (λ ),
λmin
1
2 (λ1 ) ≤ λ2 ≤ λ2
max (λ , λ )
λmin
1
2
3 (λ1 , λ2 ) ≤ λ3 ≤ λ3

(3.2.1)

...
max
λmin
n (λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λn−1 ) ≤ λn ≤ λn (λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λn−1 )
which is (7.19) of [16].

This allows the algorithm to use a nested loop so that the entirety of

parameter space is visited iteratively.

The outermost loop begins with constant bounds, and the

bounds on each of the inner loops is then calculated according to the values of the previous loop.
Thus, it is conveneient to sort the order of parameters so that the values which change the most
rapidly correspond to the more inner loops.
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However, for a lattice to be used, a transformation must be done to change from the covering
sphere radius discussed in [35] to the mismatch ellipses around template points dened according to
the parameter space metric containing

~λ.

This is done using a generator matrix,

G,

which for this

algorithm must be lower-triangular so that the bounds on the parameter space points correspond to
the bounds on the lattice points.
In developing the algorithm, the author of [16] noted that the edges of the parameter space sometimes failed to suciently cover the boundaries of the area.

To ensure full-coverage, the algorithm

creates a boundary layer around the space that is half the width of the bounding box of the mismatch ellipse in a given coordinate direction. For coordinate directions with lare extents, overcovering
near the boundaries of the space is essentially negligible [38]. However, for small parameter ranges,
such as the orbital period width used in searches for Scorpius X-1, overcovering can lead to many
extra templates, increasing computational cost of the search. This motivated the changes described in
section 3.3.2 and section 3.3.3.

LatticeTiling was fully developed and used for other LIGO searches for gravitational waves, but
the O3 search is the rst time this algorithm was used by CrossCorr. This powerful algorithm enabled
certain changes to prior search set-ups that decreased the number of search templates needed by crosscorrelation so that a more sensitive search could be performed on a similar computing budget. These
changes are described in section 3.3.

3.3

Lattice Improvements

In this section, we discuss the improvements made to the lattice, which are described in detail in [1].
We go through three major improvements added to the lattice which reduce the number of templates
required for a xed computing cost.

3.3.1

Elliptical Boundaries

In previous searches, rectangular boundaries have been used in all coordinate directions in the parameter space. For the O1 search, these regions covered out to

3σ

of the marginal priors on

t0asc

and

Porb , as

shown in Figure 1 of [5]. If we use a similar approach in O3 (gure 3.2, left panel), the search regions
cover a large area of
of the

t0asc

t0asc , Porb

parameter space with negligible prior probability. Since the middle third

range is searched separately (at a higher coherence time
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Figure 3.2: Left: rectangular search region boundaries cover the entire
O1 CrossCorr [5].

The darker region bounded by one-sigma in the

tasc

t0asc , Porb

400

600

region, as used in

direction indicates a higher

likelihood of nding the signal in that region of parameter space. Right: Rectangular regions more
closely concentrated on the uncertainty ellipses than the O1 search regions.

The areas in

t0asc , Porb

have been chopped to eliminate extra parameter space area where a signal is not likely to be found.

density is higher there), a simple approach can reduce the over-coverage of the search region. The
search range is dierent for each of the rectangular regions covering dierent ranges of
regions in which the prior

χ2 & 3 2 .

t0asc ,

Porb

discarding

These chopped regions are shown in the right panel of gure 3.2.

The chopped regions can be achieved without signicant modication to the previously existing search
code.

To further improve the eciency of the parameter space coverage, we can dene an elliptical
boundary function which sets the range of
used in the

LatticeTiling

ellipse corresponding to

Porb

continuously as a function of

t0asc .

This function can be

module to restrict template placement to those needed to cover the prior

χ2 ≤ k 2

for a particular

Porb − P0
norb σPorb
∈
σPorb
σt0asc



k:

t0asc − t0asc,0
σt0asc



σt
± asc
σt0asc

s
k2


−

t0asc − t0asc,0
σt0asc

This is used to dene a search region, together with a constant boundary on

2
.

(3.3.1)

t0asc :

t0asc,0 − kσt0asc ≤ t0asc,min ≤ t0asc ≤ t0asc,max ≤ t0asc,0 + kσt0asc ,
and illustrated in the left panel of gure 3.3. Note that we choose

k = 3.3

rather than

(3.3.2)

k=3

as the

boundary, since the former encloses 99.6% of the prior probability, while the latter would enclose only
98.9%.
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Figure 3.3: Left: Search region boundaries in
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now dene a boundary function, where the

k = 3.3 for the boundary.
1σ , 2σ , and 3σ , i.e., χ2 = 12 , 22 , and 33 , as
0
dened in (2.3.8). The darker shaded region lies within ±1σ of the marginal distribution on tasc , where
the signal is more likely to be found, and the lighter-shaded region is between ±3σ and ±1σ . Dividing
2
0
0
up the search regions based on tasc rather than χ is more ecient since tasc is always resolved, and
Porb may not be. Right: the same search regions in a sheared set of coordinates t0asc , P̃ , where P̃ is
2
0
a linear combination of Porb and tasc , dened in (3.3.3), which aligns the constant-χ ellipses with the
range of

is computed as a function of

dened in (3.3.1). We choose

For reference, the colored ellipses are level surfaces at

coordinate axes.

3.3.2

Sheared Coordinates

The joint prior uncertainty in

t0asc ,Porb

space complicates the placement of lattice points neatly in

coordinate directions. The fact that the semimajor axis of the uncertainty ellipses does not lie in a
coordinate direction forces rows of lattice points calculated from a diagonal metric to be placed over
a complicated area in parameter space. This diculty in placing points is illustrated in the gures
shown in section 4.1. A coordinate transformation can be performed that preserves the diagonal metric
and shears the coordinates from

(t0asc , Porb )

to

(t0asc , P̃ ),

aligning the semimajor axis of the uncertainty

ellipses with the coordinate directions, as shown in the right panel of gure 3.3. The lattice points are
then chosen in a straightforward way, before a transformation is then performed back to the physical
coordinates. In particular, this simplies the question of whether multiple templates are necessary to
cover the period direction. Looking at the right panel of gure 2.1 or the left panel of gure 3.3, we
see that the marginal uncertainty in
particular value of

t0asc .

Porb

is considerably larger than the conditional uncertainty at a

Changing coordinates to

P̃ ,

which is observationally uncorrelated with

t0asc ,

allows us to cover a range of period values corresponding to this smaller marginal uncertainty.

We can accomplish this coordinate transformation by subtracting from
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observational uncertainty ellipse and dening



t0asc − t0asc,0
σt0asc

2

so that



2

χ =
and the priors on

t0asc

and

P̃

t0asc − t0asc,0
σt0asc

norb σPorb
σt0asc

P̃ = Porb −


σPorb ,

P̃ − P0
σP̃

+

(3.3.3)

!2
,

(3.3.4)

are once again independent Gaussians. Note that


σP̃ =

σtasc
σt0asc


σPorb ,

(3.3.5)

so the area of the uncertainty ellipse is the same in all three sets of coordinates:
and

(tasc , Porb ), (t0asc , Porb ),

(t0asc , P̃ ).

This transformation aects the metric:

g̃t0asc t0asc =



gt0 0asc t0asc

+2

g̃t0

asc P̃

∂Porb
∂t0asc



= gt0 0asc Porb +

P̃

gt0 0asc Porb



∂Porb
∂t0asc


+


P̃

∂Porb
∂t0asc

2
P̃

gP0 orb Porb ,

gP0 orb Porb ,

(3.3.6a)

(3.3.6b)

g̃P̃ P̃ = gP0 orb Porb ,

(3.3.6c)

where



∂Porb
∂t0asc




P̃

= norb

σPorb
σt0asc

2
= norb

σt2asc

σP2 orb
.
+ n2orb σP2 orb

(3.3.7)

In order to make the metric as close to diagonal as possible in these coordinates, we should choose a
dierent

norb

from that dened in (2.3.5). Instead we make (substituting (2.3.4), (3.3.7), and (2.3.2c)

into (3.3.6b) and looking at the most likely point

g̃t0

asc P̃

≈

µobs − tasc,0
norb −
+ norb
P0



tasc = tasc,0 , Porb = P0 )

σPorb
σt0asc

2

2
(t0asc,0 − µobs )2 + σobs
P02

close to zero. If we set this to zero and solve algebraically for

µobs − tasc,0
norb ≈
P0
Since the denitions of
30

t0asc,0 and σt0asc


1+

σPorb
σt0asc

depend on

2

norb ,

!
gt0 0asc t0asc

(3.3.8)

we get

2
(t0asc,0 − µobs )2 + σobs
P02

!−1
.

(3.3.9)

norb as well, we need to solve iteratively for the optimal
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to minimize the metric correlation in these sheared coordinates. This converges quickly, giving, for

the reference values used in this paper,
Sep30 06:03:45 UTC.

1

norb = 4108, corresponding to t0asc,0 = GPS 1253858643 ≡2019

With this choice, we have coordinates

t0asc

and

P̃

with no prior correlation and

negligible correlation in the search metric.

3.3.3

Unresolved Orbital Period

Consider how we handle the mismatch when
within the range

P0 − ∆P̃ ≤ P̃ ≤ P0 + ∆P̃

P̃

is underresolved. Let the search region be contained

and let

coordinates. If we construct a template lattice in

{λα } = {f0 , ap , t0asc }

{λα }

with a maximum mismatch

what is the mismatch between a point in that lattice and a point on the
If

∆λα

be the other three search

P̃

k

µmax ,

boundary, with

we can ask

P̃ = P0 +∆P̃ .

is separation from a grid point, the total mismatch will be

µ = g̃P̃ P̃ (∆P̃ )2 + 2

X

gαP̃ (∆λα )(∆P̃ ) +

XX

α

α

gαβ (∆λα )(∆λβ ) .

(3.3.10)

β

|

{z

µk

}

If the metric is approximately diagonal, this becomes

µ = g̃P̃ P̃ (∆P̃ )2 + µk .

One conservative approach is to say that as long as

g̃P̃ P̃ (∆P̃ )2 <

a template lattice in the other three coordinates with

(3.3.11)

µmax
4 , we will set

k

µmax = 43 µmax .

P̃

g̃P̃ P̃ (∆P̃ )2 < µmax .

negligible. To see how the mismatch for a point on the

t0asc

and

P̃ ,

P̃

g̃t0

asc P̃

might be non-

boundary changes, consider the case of a

so that the mismatch is

µ = g̃P̃ P̃ (∆P̃ )2 + 2g̃t0

asc P̃

1 Again,

and dene

(3.3.12)

In general, though, the metric might not be diagonal, and in particular

two-dimensional lattice in

P0

More generally, we could choose

µkmax = µmax − g̃P̃ P̃ (∆P̃ )2
which will work as long as

to

(∆t0asc )(∆P̃ ) + g̃t0asc t0asc (∆t0asc )2 .

(3.3.13)

the actual best value using the data with gaps, antenna patterns and variable noise level, as well as the exact

metric, will be slightly dierent, but the relationship between the choices of

norb

optimized for sheared and unsheared

coordinates is illustrative.
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Suppose the spacing in the

t0asc

direction is

s
δt0asc = 2

µk

Consider two adjacent lattice points separated by

∆t0asc = t > 0
value and

from one point and

P̃ = P0 + ∆P̃

.

g̃t0asc t0asc
δt0asc ,

∆t0asc = t − δt0asc < 0

(3.3.14)

and a point in between them, which has

from the second one. A point with this

will have the maximum possible mismatch if it is the same mismatch distance

away from the two nearest grid points. This means we're looking for the

g̃P̃ P̃ (∆P̃ )2 + 2g̃t0

asc P̃

t0asc

(∆P̃ )t + g̃t0asc t0asc t2 = g̃P̃ P̃ (∆P̃ )2 + 2g̃t0

asc P̃

t

which solves

(∆P̃ )(t − δt0asc ) + g̃t0asc t0asc (t − δt0asc )2 .
(3.3.15)

A bit of cancellation gives us

0 = −2g̃t0

asc P̃

(∆P̃ )(δt0asc ) − 2g̃t0asc t0asc (δt0asc )t + g̃t0asc t0asc (δt0asc )2 ,

(3.3.16)

or

t=

g̃t0 P̃
δt0asc
− asc (∆P̃ ) .
2
g̃t0asc t0asc

As a quick sanity check, we see that this reduces to

t=

(3.3.17)

δt0asc
when
2

g̃t0

asc P̃

= 0,

as we expect. Plugging

this back into the mismatch equation gives



2

µmax = g̃P̃ P̃ (∆P̃ ) + 2g̃t0

asc P̃


= g̃t0asc t0asc

δt0asc
2

2
+

(∆P̃ )


2
 0
g̃t0 P̃
g̃t0 P̃
δtasc
δt0asc
asc
asc
−
(∆P̃ ) + g̃t0asc t0asc
−
(∆P̃ )
2
g̃t0asc t0asc
2
g̃t0asc t0asc

g̃P̃ P̃ g̃t0asc t0asc − g̃t20

asc P̃

g̃t0asc t0asc

(∆P̃ )2 = µkmax +

(∆P̃ )2
g̃ P̃ P̃
(3.3.18)

where

3.4

g̃ ij

is the inverse matrix to

g̃ij .

Implementation in lalsuite

The O3 Cross-Correlation search utilized existing routines from functions contained in

LatticeTiling

with the addition of a new function that adds the elliptical boundary calculation, as described in
section 3.3.1, to determine more accurately the boundary of the prior in period and time of ascension
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It also used the sheared orbital period coordinates and did not resolve the period direction

in locations of parameter space where that was possible.

Implementing these changes requires the

use of new command line arguments. There are ve arguments to congure the lattice, which involve
conrming the use of the sheared coordinates and the unresolved period, and ve arguments to describe
the elliptical boundary of the prior in parameter space.
The basic structure of conguring the setup is as follows:

1. Create the tiling setup in

ndim

2. Set the boundaries of parameter space

3. Decide which type of lattice to use

4. Select a starting point for templates to be placed

5. Call repeatedly to get the next template point until the space is covered

During the setup of the parameter space boundaries, it is important to check that the elliptical
boundary arguments are properly set. All of the arguments for the function must be present (or none
of them) in order to pass and call

LatticeTiling.

Then, the parameter space metric is computed

based on the inputs, and the code checks to make sure that it is diagonal.
After initial setup and consistency checks complete, the prior ellipse is congured using the extreme
values of the orbital period range, and we compute the number of orbits needed to shift the ellipse so
that the metric is diagonalized in the sheared coordinates. Then, we calculate the uncertainty in

P̃orb .

After initial checks and conguration, lattice template points are created and stored as the code is
called repeatedly until the entire parameter space is covered.
In O3, the analysis used sheared, unresolved orbital period (P̃orb ) and the optimized mismatch
described by (4.1.6).
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Chapter 4
Tests and Analysis

The changes described in the previous chapter were tested after being implemented in the software
library. Section 4.1 describes how the various combinations of lattice updates were used to compare
the template counts for each change to determine the nal setup that would be used for the O3 Cross-

setup

Correlation search. Section 4.2 discusses how well the new lattice

compares to the previous grid

method used in the O1 search by performing an injection study, using mock data and the real analysis
code.

4.1

Example Lattices and Results

To quantify the reduction in number of search templates and computing costs at a given mismatch, we
construct sample lattices of each type for a variety of representative regions in parameter space. For
each choice of coordinate system and lattice type, we construct
nine regions of orbital parameter space
frequency bands beginning at

25 Hz

(t0asc , Porb , ap )

and ending at

or

9 × 14

(t0asc , P̃ , ap )

2000 Hz.

lattices, corresponding to the

shown in gure 4.1 and fourteen

Each of these regions has its own

Tmax

value taken from the search in [5].
In that search, the frequency

f0

was split into ranges of width

0.05 Hz, and a search job covered that

range of frequencies along with one of the orbital parameter space regions. Rather than constructing
the full set of

9 × 39500

lattices covering all the bands from

25 Hz

to

2000 Hz,

we choose one

0.0005 Hz

range from the middle of each band, construct the nine lattices (one for each orbital parameter cell)
corresponding to that range, and scale up the number of templates by the number of such ranges in
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0
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space for sample lattice construction. Each rectangular cell has its own

corresponding to a coherence time used in [5], and we construct a lattice in each

of these cells. The range of orbital period values for each cell is a function of

t0asc ,

as illustrated in

gure 3.2 or gure 3.3. We construct the lattice in all 9 of these regions, and include the template
counts in the computing cost estimate. For the three shaded regions, we also include the templates in
the corresponding

t0asc , Porb

or

t0asc , P̃

plot of the lattice.

the band. Since the computing cost scales roughly with the number of templates times the number of
SFT pairs, we approximate the computing cost for each band
the number of SFT pairs for data from

Ndet

pair tmplt
i and cell c as Nic
Nic .

detectors as in [17] by

pair
2
Nic
≈ Ndet

max
Tobs Tic
,
SFT
Ti

(4.1.1)

where we show explicity that the SFT duration depends on the frequency band
ence time depends on the frequency band

i

We estimate

and orbital parameter space cell

overestimate of the absolute number of pairs, because we computed the

Tobs

c.

i

while the coher-

Note that this is an

using the start and end

times of the two parts of O3 rather than an actual set of data segments reecting the true duty cycle.
In addition to the total computing cost
36
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2019 LatticeTiling - Z4

2019 By Hand
0.2
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−0.2

−0.2
−600

Figure 4.2:

−400

Left:

−200
0
200
t′asc − 1253586547 (s)

400

600

−600

−400

−200
0
200
t′asc − 1253586547 (s)

400

600

Lattice setups that most closely resemble what was done in previous CrossCorr

searches, but with the inclusion of chopped search regions in

t0asc , Porb .

The lattice points are placed

by computing the spacing in each direction given the mismatch and the metric (section 3.1.1). Points
are then placed to cover the uncertainty ellipses in each of the three rectangular search regions, where
the darker region bounded by one-sigma in

t0asc

represents the region where we are most likely to nd a

signal if it is present.The total number of templates for this setup is
the elliptical boundary function and using

LatticeTiling

t0asc , Porb

or

t0asc , P̃

Right: Implementing

to place a cubic lattice changes where the

points are placed. The total number of templates for this setup is

points projected onto the

1.060 × 1012 .

1.682 × 1012 .

plane, limiting attention for the plots to the shaded cells

in gure 4.1.
Figure 4.2 shows two implementations of cubic (Z ) lattices, both using the original by hand

4

method described in section 3.1.1 and using the

LatticeTiling module.

The main dierence between

the two methods is in how they handle the boundaries of the elliptical search region. The by-hand
method uses the chopped regions illustrated in the right panel of gure 3.2, while the
method uses the elliptical boundaries of gure 3.3.

Note that while

LatticeTiling

LatticeTiling

uses a smaller

region of parameter space, it actually requires more templates (a total over the whole parameter space
of

1.682 × 1012

versus

1.060 × 1012

for the by-hand method) for the cubic (Z ) lattice because of its

4

conservative approach to covering the boundaries. Ordinarily this would be a small eect, but since
only two or three templates are required in the
motivates the special handing of the
If we change the lattice from

Z4

Porb
to

Porb

direction, it is signicant in this case, which

coordinate which follows.

A∗4 ,

we obtain the lattice shown in the left panel of gure 4.3.

The use of a more ecient lattice has reduced the total number of templates to

6.006 × 1011 ,

but we

can see from the gure that the templates extend well beyond the boundaries of the search region.
In the right panel, we construct the lattice in the sheared coordinates

t0asc , P̃

dened in section 3.3.2,

which simplies the boundaries of the search region, but produces lattices with comparable numbers
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Sheared LatticeTiling - A∗4

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

P̃ − 68023.86 (s)

Porb − 68023.86 (s)

2019 LatticeTiling - A∗4

0.0

−0.1

0.0

−0.1

−0.2

−0.2

−600

−400

−200
0
200
t′asc − 1253586547 (s)

400

−600

600

−400

−200
0
200
t′asc − 1253586547 (s)

400

600

Figure 4.3: Left: Implementing the elliptical boundary function discussed in section 2.3 requires the
use of

LatticeTiling

[38] for template placement.

the density of templates is increased in the one-sigma region.
here (across four-dimensional parameter space) is
transformation discussed in section 3.3.2, we use
This gure shows an

A∗4

A∗4 lattice
LatticeTiling. Note

This setup shows a use of an

the elliptical boundary function and lattice template points placed by

with
that

The total number of templates used

6.006 × 1011 . Right: After performing the shearing
LatticeTiling to place templates in t0asc , P̃ space.

lattice over the sheared uncertainty ellipses using the elliptical boundary

function. Note that the primary axes of the uncertainty ellipses are aligned with the coordinate axes
in this area-preserving transformation, and that template density is again greater in the one-sigma
region. The total number of templates here is

of templates (5.931

× 1011

diagonal component

g̃t0

asc P̃

5.931 × 1011 .

total). In these coordinates, the mismatch metric has a non-negligible o, so the template lattice is constructed using a basis which looks slanted

in these coordinates.
We can make the metric approximately diagonal, as described in section 3.3.2 by choosing a dierent
value of
to

4108.

norb

derived from (3.3.9); for the example considered, this means changing

The resulting lattice is shown in the left panel of gure 4.4.

of templates is comparable to the other
space. The fact that all of the

LatticeTiling

A∗4

A∗4

lattices, a total

5.918 × 1011

norb

from

4104

Note that the total number
across the whole parameter

lattices have comparable numbers of templates indicates that the

module is behaving consistently, even when the coordinates being used have metric

correlations or oddly-shaped boundaries. However, it is clearly not taking full advantage of the narrow
range of plausible

P̃

values. The underlying issue is that

LatticeTiling, by the nature of its boundary-

covering algorithm [38], uses a minimum of two templates in a coordinate direction, even if a single
template would be sucient to cover the space at the desired minimum mismatch.
The change to

t0asc , P̃

coordinates, in which both the prior uncertainty and mismatch metric are

approximately uncorrelated, allows us to take advantage of the small prior uncertainty in
limit attention to lattices with all their templates on the hypersurface
38
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Sheared, Unresolved P̃ (A∗3 )

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

P̃ − 68023.86 (s)

P̃ − 68023.86 (s)

Sheared, Diagonalized (A∗4 )

0.0
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0.0

−0.1
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Figure 4.4:

−400

Left:

−200
0
200
t′asc − 1253858643 (s)

400

−600

600

The number of orbits used to propagate

−400

tasc

−200
0
200
t′asc − 1253858643 (s)

400

600

into 2019 coordinates was chosen

based on what would diagonalize the standard/ 2019 metric. This is what introduced the slant in the

norb eliminates the slant, to produce this gure,
LatticeTiling to place the templates, and the sheared

template rows seen in gure 4.3. Choosing a dierent
showing a lattice covering using an

A∗4

lattice,

coordinates with a diagonalized metric to align the uncertainty ellipses with the primary axes of the
parameter space. The total number of templates is
between template rows in

0

tasc , P̃

5.918 × 1011 .

Right: Noticing that the spacing

seemed to be larger than the cross-section of the uncertainty ellipse,

we perform a calculation described in section 3.3.2 to determine whether the orbital period needs to
be resolved in the sheared coordinates. After nding that it does not, for our search, we x
forcing

LatticeTiling

P̃ = P0 ,

to place a single row of lattice templates along the centerline of the sheared

uncertainty ellipse. Note that the template density is still greater in the one-sigma region. Here, the
total number of templates is

3.867 × 1011 , our best result for template count and an improvement from

the original setup by a factor of about 3.

a signal with parameters

{λsi }

µ = g̃P̃ P̃ (P̃ s − P0 )2 + 2
where

{λα } = {t0asc , f0 , ap }

and a template point

X
α

{λi }

will be

gαP̃ (λsα − λα )(P̃ s − P0 ) +

XX
α

β

gαβ (λsα − λα )(λsα − λα ),

are the other three coordinates of the parameter space and

sheared metric element for orbital period.

(4.1.2)

g̃P̃ P̃

is the

If we assume the metric is approximately diagonal, this

becomes

µ ≈ g̃P̃ P̃ (P̃ s − P0 )2 + µk ,

(4.1.3)

As shown in the section 3.3.3, the general expression is

µ≈
Since the prior uncertainty ellipse with

Chapter 4. Tests and Analysis

(P̃ s − P0 )2

χ2 ≤ k 2

g̃ P̃ P̃

+ µk

(see (3.3.4) and gure 3.3) has

(4.1.4)

(P̃ − P0 )2 ≤ k 2 σP̃2 ,

we
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Table 4.1: Comparing Estimates of Raw Computing Cost: we display the chosen coordinates, the
number of orbits needed to propogate

t0asc

to obtain a diagonal metric, the type of search region

boundary used, and the type of lattice structure. Then, we show the number of templates required to
cover all of parameter space using a given lattice and estimate the computing cost by multiplying the
number of lattice templates by the number of SFT pairs.
Coordinates

norb

Boundary

Type

t0asc , Porb , ap , f0
t0asc , Porb , ap , f0
t0asc , Porb , ap , f0
t0asc , P̃ , ap , f0
t0asc , P̃ , ap , f0
t0asc , ap , f0 ; P̃ = P0

4104
4104
4104
4104
4108
4108

Chopped

Z4
Z4
A∗4
A∗4
A∗4
A∗3

Elliptical
Elliptical
Elliptical
Elliptical
Elliptical

P

i,c

1.060 × 1012
1.682 × 1012
6.006 × 1011
5.931 × 1011
5.918 × 1011
3.867 × 1011
3.431 × 1011

Same with reallocated mismatch

can obtain a lattice with

µ < µmax

tmplt
Nic

P

i,c

pair tmplt
Nic
Nic

1.434 × 1018
2.085 × 1018
7.439 × 1017
7.352 × 1017
7.316 × 1017
4.928 × 1017
4.483 × 1017

everywhere if we construct a three-dimensional lattice with

k 2 σP̃2

µkmax ≤ µmax −
A conservative approach is to allocate a mismatch of

(4.1.5)

g̃ P̃ P̃

µmax
to the
4

P̃

direction and

3µmax
to the other
4

three directions. Then we proceed as follows:

•

If

2
k2 σP̃

g̃ P̃ P̃

>

µmax
4 , we construct an

A∗4

lattice covering the full four-dimensional parameter space as

usual.

•

If

2
k2 σP̃

g̃ P̃ P̃

≤

µmax
4 , we construct a three-dimensional

3µmax
and
4

P̃ = P0

at all lattice points. (In

search region to have zero width in the

P̃

A∗3

lattice with maximum mismatch

LatticeTiling

k

µmax =

we accomplish this by setting the

direction.)

Following this approach produces the most ecient lattice, with

3.867×1011 total templates, illustrated

in the right panel of gure 4.4. A slightly more agressive approach would be to reallocate any unused
mismatch if

2
k2 σP̃

g̃ P̃ P̃

<

µmax
4 , and set to the maxiumum mismatch of the

µkmax = µmax −

k 2 σP̃2
g̃ P̃ P̃

This leads to a slightly smaller number of templates (3.431

A∗3

lattice to

.;

(4.1.6)

× 1011 ).

The properties of the dierent lattices are summarized in table 4.1. In addition to the total number
of templates

P

i,c

tmplt
Nic

across all of the parameter space cells, we also show the sum

P

i,c

pair tmplt
Nic
Nic

which should roughly scale with the computing cost. Roughly speaking, replacing the by-hand cubic
40
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lattice reduces to overall computing cost by a factor of 2, while enforcing unresolved

when possible reduces the cost by a further factor of 1.5, for an overall improvement of a factor of

3 resulting from the enhancements described in this paper.

4.2

Mock Data

It is straightforward to create mock gravitational wave data using
create noise and inject signals.

lalapps_MakeFakeData_v5

[33] to

We then recover the signals using an updated version of the cross-

correlation software, as discussed in section 3.4, to ensure that the lattice improvements function as
we expect.

4.2.1

Data Generation

To test that our improved lattice is as sensitive to signals with unknown parameters as the original grid
search method, we generated data containing simulated signals and analyzed them with the lattices
and grids considered in section 4.1.
spectral density of
components

{gij }

5.14 ×

The data generated were Gaussian white noise with a power

10−24 Hz1/2 . In order to generate data with similar parameter-space metric

to the O3 run, but with a smaller volume of data, we generated a set of 24-hour

stretches of data separated in time by three weeks, over the entire duration of O3a and also of O3b. It
was necessary to do this, rather than generating a single contiguous stretch of data, to obtain a similar

σobs .
Running a test with data as long as O3 would be inecient, as it would take a few months to run
a search over all of the data segments. Thus, we can construct data that contains a more reasonable
number of analysis segments but also replicates the O3 metric.

4.2.2

Signal Creation

The frequencies of the signals were chosen between
and

Porb

ap ∼

and

400 Hz,

and the parameters

ap , tasc

were randomly chosen according to the astrophysical priors described in section 2.2, i.e.,

Uniform(1.44 lt-s, 3.25 lt-s) and

P0 = 68023.860
σPorb = 0.043 s
using the

300

Porb

and

and

Porb

tasc,0 = 974416624

σtasc = 50 s,

and

t0asc

and

tasc

from a bivariate normal distribution with means

GPS (2010Nov21 23:16:49 UTC), and standard deviations
generated by propagating

tasc

to the middle of the data set,

value generated for the signal. The initial phase of the GW signal was drawn from a
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uniform distribution, and the orientation angles of the neutron star spin were drawn from an isotropic
distribution. The signal amplitude
and

11.0.

h0

was generated to give an estimated expected SNR between

9.0

This amplitude depends on the randomly chosen value of the neutron star inclination, as

detailed in [17].

4.2.3

Injection

The data were generated using

lalapps_Makefakedata_v5

from the

lalsuite

library [33]. For each

signal a targeted search was run using a single template at the injected parameter values
the actual SNR

4.3

ρtarg

{λsi }

to nd

of the signal in the simulated data.

Analysis (Signal Recovery)

We then conducted searches using dierent template placement methods. These were each conducted
in small parameter space regions containing, but not centered on, the point

{λsi }

at which the signal

was injected. The regions typically covered a search range equivalent to 6 or 7 grid points in the

ap

and

tasc

directions, and the full prior range in

Porb

out to

P0 ± 3σPorb ,

boundary. For simplicity in comparisons, we use the same coherence time

f0 ,

or the appropriate elliptical

Tmax = 2550 s.

We performed the search using the template placement methods described in section 4.1. Here we
report on the comparison between the original grid (or by hand) method shown in e.g., the left panel
of gure 4.2, and the

A∗3

lattice in sheared coordinates with

P̃

unresolved, as shown in the last line of

table 4.1. In gure 4.5 we show, for a single representative signal, the SNR

ρ

at various points in the

grid or lattice of each search. The search methods tend to recover the signal with comparable SNRs
although the lattice has fewer redundant points close to the true signal parameter values.
For the full ensemble of 80 signals, we can look at the distribution of either the highest SNR
each search (the best template), or the

µ,

ρ

ρtarg

in

of the template in each search with the lowest mismatch

which we refer to as the closest template.

search SNR

ρ

We show in gure 4.6 the fraction of the targeted-

recovered in each search for the closest or best template in each of the two searches

considered. We see that the grid method from previous searches, and the improved method with and

A∗3

lattice and unresolved

mismatch of

P̃

µmax = 0.25.

both recover signals with an SNR loss of less than the nominal maximum

The grid method generally obtains slightly higher SNRs due to the extra

templates, which increase the chance of catching an upward uctuation or a point signicantly closer
42
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Template SNR for a single signal

10

grid
lattice
8

ρ

6

4

2

0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1−µ

Figure 4.5: A comparison of the recovered values of SNR

ρ

at various parameter space points for a

representative simulated signal. We compare the by hand hypercubic grid in the original coordinates

{t0asc , Porb , ap , f0 } to an A∗3 lattice generated in the coordinates t0asc , ap , f0 with the sheared period
coordinate P̃ set to P0 . We plot ρ versus the theoretical fraction of E [ρ] from the metric mismatch µ;
targ (1 − µ). We see that the points approximately follow that line
see (2.1.2). The dashed line is ρ = ρ

for small mismatch, but the quadratic metric approximation breaks down farther away. Each template
placement method is guaranteed to have at least one point with

µ ≤ µmax = 0.25,

but since the

A∗3

lattice has fewer and more eciently placed points, its closest point to the true signal parameters is
not likely to be as close as the closest point in the grid. Note that the highest

ρ

value in the grid or

lattice need not be the closest to the true signal, due to noise uctuations.

than the maximum mismatch would indicate.

However, the lattice method achieves the specied

maximum mismatch with fewer templates and less computing cost.
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Lowest-mismatch template for each signal

1.1

1.1

1.0

grid
lattice

1.0
0.9
ρmax /ρtarg

ρclosest /ρtarg

0.9
0.8

0.8

0.7

0.7

0.6

0.6

0.5
0.5

Highest-SNR template for each signal

0.6

0.7

0.8
1−µ

Figure 4.6: Recovered SNR

ρ

0.9

1.0

1.1

0.5
0.5

grid
lattice
0.6

0.7

0.8
1−µ

for each signal as a fraction of targeted SNR

ρtarg

0.9

1.0

from searching with

the true signal parameters. As in gure 4.5, we compare the by-hand hypercubic grid to the
with

P̃ = P0 .

1.1

A∗3

lattice

At left is the SNR from the point in the grid or lattice with the smallest mismatch

distance to the true signal parameters. At right is the maximum SNR in the lattice or grid, which we
see from gure 4.5 need not be for the template closest to the true signal parameters. For reference, we
plot the theoretical curve

ρ/ρtarg = 1 − µ.

The lattice does indeed recover the signals with a fractional

SNR loss less than the designed maximum mismatch

µmax = 0.25,

although the grid, which requires

more points to obtain the same maximum mismatch, generally nds points with slightly higher SNR
because of this redundancy.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work

5.1

Conclusions

The improvements described in this paper, initially published in [1], enabled increased sensitivity for
xed computing cost for the cross-correlation search for continuous gravitational waves from Scorpius
X-1 in O3 data. The lattice improvements are implemented in
the CrossCorr analysis on O3 data.

lalsuite [33] and were used to perform

These include the elliptical boundary function on the priors

described in section 3.3.1, the use of a sheared coordinate system to align the priors with the coordinate
axes as in section 3.3.2, and the addition of an option to unresolve the orbital period direction when
the width of the prior is narrower than the distance between lattice points which was covered in
section 3.3.3. We provide evidence that the changes improve the method by showing the results of an
injection study in fake O3-like data in section 4.2,4.3.

5.2

Future Work

The lattice improvements are complete, so next we will begin preparations for the O4 analysis.

In

[23], a resampling method [24] was used below 200 Hz to speed up the cross-correlation search. Future
runs of CrossCorr for the LVK will include this method, and it will be updated to have compatibility
with

LatticeTiling, which includes the new elliptical boudary function, sheared coordinates, and the

unresolved period option.
Ideally, use of this method will be tested on O3 data soon. We also hope to perform a mock data
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challenge to compare th various continuous wave pipelines to strengthen them for the upcoming search
of O4 data.
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